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ABSTRACT
 

Addae, Kwasi David. Solar Energy for Rural Develoinent 

in the Third World 

One of the pre-cninent assLunptions held by n~ry international and 

other econaists concerned with ecoruiic developxrent in the Third World 

since W. W. Bostow's semin.al work, "The Stages of Econanic Growth," has 

been that less developed countries (LDCs) must pass through various phases 

of industrial growth before they are able to achieve increased level 

of productivity uid higher standa-ds of living. The argum,-nt followed 

that as rLCs developed fran primary agricultural and mining related eco

namic base towards secondary and tertiary processing, manufacturing and 

service related industries, necessary infrastructural and other supporting 

industrial activities would be disturbed by soe sort of forqard and 

backward linkages. 

Although the above assumption, as outlineO Ln its most basic and 

somewhat oversimplified form, has had a trendous influence among Third 

World policy makers, its validity has begun to be questioned in recent 

years. As the problems associated with soaring fu(l costs, (high unemploy

ment and inflation, and environmental misginagoment, to name just a few 

of the pit falls associated with heavy industrial develobment in fossil

fuel-poor Third World countries) continue to retard developing econanies, 

the need to critically examine current urban and industrial growth poli

cies seans appropriate. 

The first and second chapters of this thesis xami-ne sane of 

v 
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the problemus that have emierg d a consequmece of capital and fossil fuel 

intensive growth in the various regiciis of the Third World. The thirl 

chapter attcmpts to provide the reader with sufficient theoretical back

ground in order to adegTuIately assess scme of the econanLic implications 

associatcd with developing capital intensive develo:niemt policies. 

Chapter four examiines the fonri or forms that solar nergy could 

be adopted in the rural Third World. Attention is focused on the various 

uses of solir zjnerjy. The last dapters examnine the potential solar 

energy utilization for agricultural crop drying in the rural areas, using 

a franework of cost-benefit analysis. 

v. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Development, econonic growth energy consumptionand are closely
 

related. However, t!,e relationship between the type of econcmic growth
 

and the way in which energy is used is rarely considered.
 

Developing countries I have chosen, at least until now, to follow
 

the well-beaten develovlient paths pioneered by industrialthe world.
 

Unfortunately, many Third World Nations are now realizing 
 that the capital-

and exhaustible fuel-intensive technologies have not greatly contributed 

to the conoutic developiient of small, rural ccnmunties. Centralized 

energy systms imbody a conception of science and application of tech

nology that are impractical and unrelated to the development needs of 

remote Third World villages. 

One of the major differences between the high yielding technologies 

employed by modern agri-business and the low yieluing traditional methods 

used in developing countries is much higher energy consume per hectare 

in agri-business. In order to increase Third World agricultural pro

ductivity, l3.or using rural oriented development strategies that use 

indigeneous located resouices should be investigated. The development 

1The term "Third World" and "Developing Countries" wil lbe used 
interchangeably to refer to fossil-fuel and capital-poor LDCs. 
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of new or existing (ie. traditional) "renewable" sources of energy and 

conversion technuloies se{ L; to hold great prclise in dealing with imny 

Third World problems. Solar 3 energy, wind, geothermal, hydro-elctric 

and biofu(,ed sources s. -m to represent the most likely ree(Awable energy 

resource candidate dhat can be developod in a cost cowpetitive alid wel

fare nmaxiiiizitnq imnnner if appropriate planning objectives are pur:sued. 
This has beccine- an urgj, n t need, since, ii th) long run, Iu-alThird World 

villagers cannot affoLd to pa~iy the price for increasingly e-xpensive con

ventional fuels and related techhnologies. 

For the time being, a renewable source of energy can be simply 
defined as a type of energy that can be converted into humanly usable 
form without permnently affecting its future availability after it 
has been consume--d. 

3UN conferenice on Nw and Remewable Sources of Energy in Nairobi -
August 10-21, 1981, Ghanaia Times August 25, 1981. 
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LITa ATURE REVIEW AND OBJEIqV[S 

One of the pre-eminent assumptions held by many international and
 

other economists concerned with econonic development in the Third World
 

since W. W. Bostow's seminal work, "The Stages of Economic Growth," has
 

been that less developed countries (LDCs) must pass through various phases 

of industrial growth before they are able to achieve increased level 

of productivity und higher standards of living. The agricultural and 

minining related econcinic base towards secondary and tertiary processing, 

ranufacturing aid service related industries, necessary inifrastructural 

and other supporting industrial activities would be disturbed by some 

sort of forward and backward linkages.
 

Although the above assLmiption, as outlined in its most basic and 

sonewhat oversimplified form, has had a tremendous influence among Third 

World policy makers, its validity has be-gun to be questioned in recent 

years. As the problems associated with soaring fuel costs, (high unem

ployment and inflatioi, and envirom,.ntal misnanagement, to name just 

a few of the pit falls associated with heavy industrial development in 

fossil-fuel-poor Third World countries) continue to retard developing 

economies, the need to critically examine current urban and industrial 

growth policies seem appropriate.
 

As indicated, capital and eaxhaustible fuel-ijntensive technologies 

have not greatly contributed to the econcmic development of small, rural 

cumiunities. Centralized energy systems embody a conception of science 

and application of science and technolcjy that are impractical and unre
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lated to the real developuent needs of remote Third World villages. For 

example, nuclear energy hardly represents an appropriate application 

of science and technology for use in rural villages. Both fusion and 

fission cergy require highly capital and te-hnical skill-intnsive tech

nolcgies. 

Conventional fission relies on emxhaustible fuel sources, produce 

enviromen tally deleterious exteLnalities (ie. radioactive wastes) and 

can only be used to generate electricity. Although geothential, tidal 

and ocean thunma, energy conversion (OTEC) facilities hold great promise 

for diver1sifyinIg the industrialized world's eneiyy ba.se, such system-s 

are highly capital md technically intensive, making then less appealing 

candidates in rural, Third World development strateqies. The scale and 

canplexity of such tcchnologies not only make them less accessible to 

relatively ix),:r and jAilitically weak, rural inhabitants but also increase 

the likelihood anod impct of mechanical malfunctions, human error and 

deliberate sabotage, which represent potentlally burdensatne social costs 

when developing large scale facilities. 

Specifically, the follkwing energy needs must be reorganized by 
any Third World development: stratxgy in order to increase agricultural 

productivity and eventually achieve a functional primary infrastructure: 

(a) In the rural sector, ene gy is required to pump water for 

irrigation, drainage, drying, preserving and processing agricultural 

products. To increase agricultural productivity, energy is needed to 

power machinery that can work the land as well as using maire efficient 

seed bedding processes. 

(b) To i ncress, soil fertility, more efficient and enviromten

tally sound Land amnagcnewAt techniques need to be adopted (eg. using 
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exhaustible fuel saving "organic" fertilizers as a source of heat). 

(c) Snull, rural industries need p-wer for such diverse primry 

processes as grain threshing and milling fodder crushing, vegetable oil 

extraction aitd tiLnder sawing. 

(d) In the houshold mad public service sectors, eiergy is needed 

for transportation, cumitinications, lighti ag, refrigeration, s-ace and 

water heating, ccx-king, distillation and sterilization which represent 

requircinents that upgrade public welfare and the li -ing standards of 

rural Third World inicbitants. 

Many of the pr-ceedinig energy nee-ds can be satisfied using small 

scale, "renew-.able" based technologies. However, the tasks for which 

energy is needced n-ay var-y greatly among developing countries. In scne 

of the arid coultries, for exmuple, the most pressing need may be the 

use of pumps to bring water frcia a deep water table to the parched sur

face. 

In areas with mre abundant water supplies, cooking fuel may be 

in desperate short supply and any development strategy would need to 

reorganize such varying and diverse recquircnents on regional basis. 

Two questions sen to be relevant, one is in what form or forms 

could the sola-r onergy be adopted in tie rural Third World? Secondly, 

how econanical is it? Th-e first question relates to systcm design and 

second on cost effectiveness. These two questions need further studies 

since the world crude oil prices still stay high and show no real signs 

in drastically declining and as the electricity price imintains an up

ward trend. It is foreseeable there will be a growing interest in solar 

energy and turther advancc ant in solar technology and application. 
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Objectives
 

This thesis has the following ojectives: 

1. 	Critical examination of the need and possibilities of develo

ping solar energy tecdmologies in the Third World. 

2. 	 In what fonit or forms thLat the solar mergy could I( adopted 

in the rural Third World? Attention is focused on the various 

specific uses ol solar energy. 

3. 	 Potential solar enejy utilization foc agricultural crop drying 

in Sen(egal using cost beniefit analysis. 
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CHAPIER II 

PROBLEMS OF THE THIRD-WORLD ECONOMICS 

The Effect of Rising Exhaustible Fuel Costs 

The repercussions of continually rising prices for fossil fuels
 

(eg. petroleu and coal) and natural gas (eg. butane, propane and geo

pressurized methane) has forced many developing countries to face the
 

prospect of attempting to project themselves through various stages of
 

econcmic development 
without the beefits of low cost exhaustible fuels 

(ie. fossil fuels and natural gas). Througho.t the industrial revolution 

and succeeding drive industrialto mturity rapidly declining fuel costs 

propelled the present day advanced countries through various stages of
 

economic develonent at a phenomeanal rate. 

Today however, many Third World nations are still experiencing 

the economic disruptions or "supply shocks" thac emanated frcm the Arab 

Oil Embargo. As a result, tle subsuquent increase in petroleum prices 

has created yet another obstacle inhibiting economic growth and develop

ment in most of the Third World. Furthermore, due to the escalation 

of costs resulting frcii the exhaustion of inore accessible non-renewable 

reserves (ie. fossil fuels and natural gas), developing countries with 

limited financial and energy resources are being left iurther behind 

in terms of economic development and find themselves more vulnerable 

to the social and political unrest in current world order. 

To illustrate the magnitude of this problem, in 1977 the United 
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Nations (UN) estimated that of the 74.7 trillion metric tons of proven 

global petroleum rese==es, only about five percent were located in non-

OPEC developing countries. As for natural gas, the developing countries
 

accounted for about seven percent of the proven 633 trillion cubic meters 

of reserves, with coal accounting for about ten percent of the known 

1,076 trillion metric tons in Leserves (UN, 1976). 

Latin American countries, where exhaustible fuel consumption has 

highly concentrated on industrialized urban sectors, are more dependent 

on oil than almost any other developing Legion in the world, based on 

Inter-American DevelopmEnt Bank estimates. In 1975, oil supplied 70 

percent of South America's total energy requirements; and in same South 
American countries it accounted for imre than 90 percent (UN, 1980). 

For example, Li Brazil, increases in petroleum prices have contributed 

to the sudden doubling of the value of imports, plus a worsening in the 

overall balance of payments (UN, 1980). Brazil, which is almost cCinpletely 

dependent on foreignp sources for its petroleum supplies, spends about 

ten million dollars per day on petroleum imports alone which represents 

about fifteen percent of Brazil's imports bill. 

In India, the shortage of electrical power, due to the high costs 

of e-xhaustible fuel, is viewed as a major constraint on the growth of 

both industry and agriculture and is held responsible for many of the 

short falls in government planning objectives (Renelle, 1976). The Indian 

government has estimatcd the short fall of one million tons of fossil 

fuel imports would result in a loss of about eight million tons of grain 

annually (Revelle, 1976). In addition, the shortage of irrigation fuel 

reduced the wheat harvest in Northern India by a million tons, which 

could have fed six mi.ll.on Indians for a year. India currently meets 

http:mi.ll.on


two-thirds of its consumitionL of oil. ftiiit impurts, after the OPEC inspired 

rural and urk-xwn areas ini order to control thu dml~ud for petrolen (Ayres, 

1978). 

Because of the incLeased cost of niLtrognous fertilizers, a niatural 

gas by-product, the 32 doveloping countries singled out by the Uni ted 

Nations (UN) as "mst se-riously affected" by the increased cost of ex

haustible fuels (with iiist of thcmn having mmong the lowest .ircC11Ii per 

capita in the world) , suf-fered a shortfall of 337,000 tons of fertilizer 

and a resultant grain loss of about 7.7 million tons (UN, 1980). 

The high costs of ehliaustibl.e [uel, have greatly contributed to the 

economic bu-des of the Third W, .Id, especially in less accessible rural 

areas, whe-re, due to the difficulty of tLriansportiiig such fuel to iso

lated villages, the costs of exhiaustible fuels are even higher. lfigh 

exhaustible fuel costs have placed not only a difficult burden on ex

haustible duel dependent, urban-based industries, but has also exacerbated 

the generally low level of agricultural productivity and standard of 

living in rural sectors of most developing countries. 

The increase in exhaustible fuel costs has directly affected over

all and current account trade balances - (Table 1 and 2). 
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TABLE 1 

OVERALL BALANCE OF TRADE
 
(in millions of dollars) 

Area 

WORLD 

Developing total 

Petroleum exporting 

Non-oil developing 


WESTERN 1-UMIISPIERE 

Developing total 

Petroleum exporting 
Non-oil developing 


AFRICA 
Developing total 

Petroleum exporting 

Non-oil developing 


MIDDLE EAST & 
CENTRAL ASIA
 

Developing total 

Petroleum exporting 

Non-oil developing 


OCEANIA & EAST ASIA 

Developing total 

Petroleum exporting 
Non-oil developing 


1975 1976 

10,883 30,147
 
55,316 61,147
 
45,697 31,699
 

13,697 10,497
 
2,441 918 

16,138 11,415
 

3,595 2,369
 
3,658 5,002
 
7,252 7,372
 

39,889 45,133
 
47,070 51,891
 
7,180 6,763
 

11,715 2,121
 
3,148 4,029
 

14,863 6,150
 

1971 

-34834 

9,927 


13,411 


3,585 

87 

3,671 


550 

2,147 

1,596 


5,197 

7,597 

2,400 


5,646 

96 


5,742 


1974 

52,442 

85,705 

33,264 


6,614 

6,545 

13,160 


10,266 

11,963 

1,697 


57,263 

62,800 

5,537 


8,473 

4,379 


12,870 


4Negative values indicate deficit in B.O.T.
 

Source: UN Statistical Year Book, 1977.
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TABLE 2 

WORLD CURRENV ACCOUNT BALANCES 
(Billians of Dollars) 

1973 1974 1975 1976 1970-73 1974-75
 

OPECa 3.0 63.5 35.5 44.0 1.5 47.7 

Surbluw OECDb 12.8 12.0 27.4 18.6 7.9 19.3
 

Deficity OECDc 1.3 34.0 20.9 32.1 3.1 29.0
 

Non-Oil 
Developing 15.0 32.5 44.0 34.0 15.0 38.8
 

Statistical d
 
Discrepmcies 4.5 1.5 19.5 17.0 6.5 12.5
 

Total Deficits 28.4 85.5 89.7 87.7 20.5 86.9
 

aAlgeria, Equador, Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Libya,
Nigeria, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, U.A.L., anid Venezuela. 

bGermany, Japan, Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland, and United States. 

'Australia, Austria, Canada, Demmark, Finland, France, Greece, Ice
land, Italy, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
and United Kingdan. 

dAttributed to asyrmetrics in national reportings of balance of pay
ments data. For details, see Organization for Econanic Co-operation and 
Developmncnt, Econonic Outl.ok, July 1.977, Technical Annex, pp. 152-53. 

Source: Based on data in Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development, Economic Outlook, July 1977, p. 69, 72-73.
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TABLE 3
 

PERCENTAGE RATIO OF OUTSTANDING DISPERSED PUBLIC DEBT TO
 
GNP OF PETROLEUM IMPORTING COUNTRIES
 

1973 1974 1975 1976 

Western Hemisphere 	 11.2 12.1 11.8 16.0
 

Sub-Saharan Africa 20.6 22.6 23.5 25.7 

North Africa & South Asia 20.1 19.5 25.4 31.7 

South Asia 17.8 16.8 17.8 19.6 

East Asia & Oceania 12.3 11.5 14.0 15.2 

TOTAL 	 14.0 14.0 16.4 18.2
 

Source: 	Departmeit of Econcmic and Social Affairs, Supplement to the 
United Nations World Econciic Survey, 1977. Recent Trends in 
World Econonry, United Nations, 1978, p. 196.
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TABLE 4 

CURRENT ACCOUNT DEFICIT OF NON-OPEC DE'VMOPING COUNTRIES 

1973 1974 1975 

Current Account Deficity -9.4 -30.6 -45.0 

Increase 	 in Deficity 21.2 14.4 

Increase 	attributed to: 

1. 	 Oil Price Increases 11.0 1.0 

2. 	 Food and Fertilizers 3.5 -1.0 

3. 	 Manufacturer' s Price Increases
 
and Other Trade Related Price
 
Increases 
 6.7 13.8
 

Source: 	 Roger D. Hansen, The US and World Develognent: Agenda for Action, 
1976, Praeger Press, New York, NY, 1976. 
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These tables and Table 3 indicate the overall balance of trade, pay eints, 

debt service ratio (Table 3) and curru-t account balances betwe _n OPEC 

and non-oil e-x-orting countries have been widening quite dramiLica-Illy. 

,Also, d post-, nbargo increase in oil prices, was a sigl ificant contri

buting factor to the additional impor-t bill of non-OPEC developing coun

tries, especiaLly hinicdiatoly after the 1973-74 nditargo, (Table 4). 

Finally, the ratio ut outstanding dispersed public debt to the 

gross national product has increased for host fuel importing developing 

nations (Table 5). 

Due to inadcquate -ducation and traininig, suiie of the developing 

countries waste a higher fraction of the exhaustible fuels they use than 

do developed coutries, especially when operating capital--and fuel

intensive texJinologies. This waste by both industry and aqri-business 

contributes t-o high(-r production costs, making Third World goods less 

conpetitive in world rmrkets. 

Problems AssociatcI with Rural Electrification in the
 
Third World
 

The efficiency of generating electrical power in most Third World 

countries cctipaies unfavorably to electrical generatinig efficiency in 

most industrialized cotuiries. Even in the developed world, at least 

half of all the electrxicity produced frac exhaustible fuels never even 

reaches ,idxin consumers because it is lost during conversion and refininig 

in an increasingly inefficient fuel chain, which wastes, chliefly in the 

form of heat, two-thirds of the fuel (Redldy, 1980). Because of higher 

transmission losses, Hie wasted e:qy associated with Third World rural 

eleCtrificatio1 projects is even greater and poses a difficult problem 

for developing countries attmpting to bolster rural productivity. 
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In India, for example, only eleven percent of the 335,000 villages 

with population of under 500 have electricity or will be electrifid 

in the next dc-ad., while 25 perceint of India's 600 million Live there. 

Even those villages that eventually do beccem electrificd will only be 

furnished with approximitely 100 kilowatts a day or about one-tenth of 

the average electrical consunmtion in -India's urban centers. In turn, 

this ten p,n:ercenrt is largely consum1d by the relatively "wealth" who re

present about ten percent of the total rural Population (Dunkerly, 1979). 

The present lack oif electricity in Lural India is indicative of the de

ficiency of public services in gene:ral throughout the rural sector and 

contributus to the decision of inony to migrate into urban centers so 

that they can benefit frcm the perceived advantages of urban life. 

Pattern of Rural to Urban Migration 

In deveioping countries, the limited success of capital--and fuel 

intensive ijndustrial and agri-business developrent has disrupted the 

socioeconeaiic structure of rural villages. Rural inhabitants, attracted 

by wiat they perceive as greater s cioeconciaic opportunities in the urban 

sector, have migrated into the cities. It should be recognized, however, 

that it is not only the 'pull" of potentially increased social and eco

ncmic opportunities which encourages rural migration but also lac of 

employment opportunities and the deterioration of mi miiagcd forests 

and faim lands whiich "push" villagers out of the rural sector. Such 

factors greatly aggravate the problms of unbalmnced growth and employ

ment ij both rural and urb,'n areas. 

As rural villac7,rs migrate to urban areas expecting increased job 

and public welfare oppor-tunities, they often only find thcmselves a part 



Lof t~h.e laigely ursk i Ied, ulpI Q_dJ L110 IRsa;s, For uIxitpl e, in ILtin 

America, ul to-the ixu s experiencnLg grueatly accelerLated runal-urban 

migratiun Lr ds, tWe nIiitb" )I- urtitploy(l ti-i[ppl d in the 15 years fran 

1950 to 1965, cl ijibitiq f-on 2.9 ill On Lo 8.8 mil1jon. Thu raLte of 

visible tulclipioyilutL incruast.d I-n less than six percent to over 11 

percOnt during this puriod. 

The large 	scale midgration of puoplu frctin rural areas to urban centers 

use Fuels. t.7an onvironmlent, addiaccelerates the of exhausti.le In urb 

tional ciurqjy is rcquirud to satisfy increas(e d food, fuel and Lransport 

need of: the swollen urta117n populatiion. Migration t:o urban ares has in

volved a -;ubstiLution away from iibare traditional sources of energy such 

as wood, dung, leaves, human or aniaal labor towards kerosene, natural

gas, c(xl and gasoline. Genera]lly, it has involved a substitution away 

frctri himn and drafL power towards exhaustible fuel aund elecriity. 

As thenergy iiLensive I!,Ul IX)pulation increases relative to 

the rural fooc! preduci nq iOpuIation, ,-2ac h person ramuining in the rural 

sectors must pr)vide an ever-increasing surpLus of agricultural products 

Uo support the umss of urbain consumer.. In the absence of a dr-untic 

increase ini agricu1 turd I preductiv i y, the long standing huinger pro) All 

calm also worsen -if formcrly seLf-sufF-icient rural inhabitants beccuiu 

convinced that social welfare opportunities are butter in the muarst 

city. 

To counter declining agricultural. output and productivity, many 

Third World governments have subsidized or otherwise encouraged agri

business to substitute exhaustible fuel-intensive michanical ernergy for 

relatively urproductive labor inputs (i. sub-sistence fCauners). 

ClCarly, such Po.icies Ihave further displaced rural workers. Given 

http:exhausti.le
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that exhaustible fuels are becoming increasingly scarce, especially in 

rural, 	Third World villages, it becmues difficult to justify continuing 

such a 	wholesale shift to mechanization ind electrification in the pre

sence 	of large nuabers of uncnployed rural workers. 

Current Financial Assistance 

Influence of financial assistance frcm the industrialized world's 

large 	financial institutions atnd consortiuns have failed to solve the 

developing r.d' s iist critical problemis. Although many governments, 

represeitinoj the industLrializcd world, and multi-national ifinrs, have 

financially assisted in imp lanting re;latively sophisticated exhaustible 

fuel-basd-teOnVologies in sane Third World countries, these funds (mostly 

in the fooin of loins) are usually channelled to ur-ban industries and 

subsequently have not been effectively circulated throughout all the 

economic sectors of developing countries who have opted for such indus

trial oriented development strategies. 

Past technical :ind financial assistance has represented only a 

token effort on the part of the developed world. Moreover, if such ex

haustible-fuel-asd technologies and investmnt capital becme obsolete 

as fossil fuel reserves approach e-dhaustion, such assistance hardly re

presents a significant long-run contribution on the part of the developed 

world 	 to increase the Third World's pernunant capital stock. 

Developing countries have failed to benefit from such financial 

infusions because of inappropriate techanical (ie. capital-intensive instead 

of laboxr-using teJnolog ies) and agricuItura l assistnce accoqnpanying 

such econczijc. aid (og. sh i.pping nvss quaotities of wheat to non-wheat 

consUMing JUpulations, with few wheat-eating livestock and in inacces

sible rural Locations). Most of such top-ta--bottan aid program will 
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fail to help rural, Third World populations util rural orimted financial 

and technical assistnce can be directly ciluellcd to local ccimlunities. 

Since nLuiy developing countries are clIacteri2_- by arid or tropical 

cl.inaL.s, disp rscd and inaccessoble L-uni] Lopulatiois, an over-abundance 

of unen1loytd1, unski]_]icd ]lbor and a lack o invesuitent capital, any 

developnent stratgjy would need to focus particular attention to these 

attributes. 
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CHAPTER III
 

ECONCM IC THEORY 

Using Exhaustible and Renewable Energy Resources 

Before -am nihng how various fOL s of rcmewable energy systems 

operate and whid Lystcms have be(tUn successfully appl.ied in rural, Third 

World settings, there, is a need to e:pLore the theoretical implications 

of elery, use on overall jxiLrn of econciiic growth and dev-loEpnmet. 

This charter- wi_I I show how economiic principles can be applied when 

evaluating the potential costs and benefits associated with the develop

ment of various energy alternatives in rural, Third World settings. The 

first section traces the price trend for a particular exhaustible energy 

resource (petroleum) and draws sme conclusions based on how prices and 

consumption rates for a particular energy resource affects vaLious gene

rations. The sccond section oxamines the intergenerational equity question 

and explores how future generations are affected by price trends during 

former generations. 

Economic Theory of Using Exhaustible Energy Resources 

Since developing countries have chosen to subsidize - or other

wise promote Wi(e developmuent of large scale, exhaustible-fuel-intensive 

industries, much cf te Third World has becomiie increasingly dependent 

on not only exhaustible fuel imports but on fossil-fuel by-products and 

related technologies as indicatedK in the first chapter. Furthermore, 
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due to the widespread application of non-renewable based technologies 

throughout variois economic sectors of many developing countries, an
 

exhaustible-fueL-dependent infrastructure has begun to evolve in much
 

of the Thiri World. 

In addition, rapid industrialization has encouraged urban-based 

economic growth draining relatively scarce human, material and energy 

resources away from rural sectors. Such urban-based growth has resulted 

in increasing industrial and economic centralization due to the extraction 

and application of concentrated, exhaustible fuels and their related 

by-products. As wiIl be shorLly pointed out in an example, the use of 

exhaustible energy resources beccmes more widespread over time as extrac

tion and distribution costs are lowered due to applications of capital

intensive techniques and the realization of other product econcmies (i.e. 

the economies of large scale, specialization of labor, and application 

of mass product. -- techniques) which are associated with most non-renewable

based technologies. 

During formative generations, when exhaustible fuels and their 

related technologies were being discovered by today's industrialized 

countries, the costs of extracting exhaustible energy resources were 

relatively high with the denand for their use (ie. consumption) relatively 

low. However, as extractive and distributive, non-renewable-based tech

nologies were developed, and various econonies in production began to 

outspace the growth in market demand for exhaustible energy resources 

encouraging rapid econanic growth. Thus, the present-day industrialized 

nations owe much of their currently high incanes per capita to the rapid 

decline in the relative cost of exhaustible fuels. 

Graphically, such a decline in exhaustible fuel prices timeover 

4411 
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TABLE 5 

RELATIVE PRICES FOR FUIL AND LIGHTING 

(Ncinal Price for F & L/Price for all Other Comdities 
in the U.S.) 5 

1830 118.2 1942 102.8 1954 96.2 1967 93.6 

1931 120.4 1943 100.8 1955 97.5 1968 90.6 

1932 140.0 1944 103.6 1956 16.7 1969 94.4 

1933 131.1 1945 103.0 1957 99.3 1970 90.0 

1934 126.5 1946 96.5 1958 94.2 1971 91.0 

1935 119.0 1947 97.5 1959 94.0 1972 93.2 

1936 122.1 1948 102.1 1960 94.9 1973 93.2 

1937 116.8 1949 102.5 1961 96.2 1974 121.7 

1.938 125.8 1950 99.4 1962 95.1 1975 131.0 

1939 122.7 1951 92.8 1963 95.1 1976 135.0 

1940 118.8 1952 95.0 1964 92.6 1977 145.3 

1941 112.9 1953 99.2 1965 92.2 1978 144.9 

1966 91.4 

5Viewed in temns of user costs, as defined by Marchall and Keynes,
the discovery of the huge Eastern Texas Oil Fields in the U.S. during 
the 1930's touched off expectations of large negative user costs (ie.
producer expect wellhead prices to decline). This occurred in an industry 
that at the time was relatively capetitive--at least in the State of 
Texas at the wellhead stage. The result was disasterous rapid rate of 
exploitation of dcnestic oil fields which brought about the fulfilhiient 
of the e.\pctations of rapidly declining wellhead prices relative to 
costs. This type of behavior aniDng producers points out the fact that 
expectations of rapidly changing prices relative to costs is an exhaustible
 
fuel industrLy can encourage behavior which will make the prophecy of 
declining wellhead prices in this case, self-fulfilling and can lead 
to gluts accapanied by wasteful or otherwiise inefficient consumption 
patterns. 

Source: Historical Statistics of the U.S. Colonial Time to Present.
 
U.S. Departnent of Conmerce, p. 199-201. 
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can be depicted as a imvc3imnt along the declining portion of a time adjust

ment pathi (TAP) for a particular euxhaustible-fuel based industry (e.g. 

petroleum) as illustrated in figure 2. Table 5 provides saine Gpiri

cal evidence that the relative price trend for petroleum (as well as 

other exhiaustible e-nei y resources) has in fact been U-shaped, as depicted 

by the TAP (figure 2) for petroleum rese-ves, the industLry's short-termn 

average cost (AC) and itrgirnal cost (MC) curves arc at relatively high 

positions with world dcjind being relatively slack, represented by x

sition 1. As [p:et-oleu~m exploration methods "imiprove" (i.e. lower risks 

and higher yields due to increasingly efficient operations and other 

econcmies of production) costs drop and the deiind for petr ,leum begins 

to pick up until PI) is the going world price, with Q2 quantities of the 

total. petroh.VL st-xk having been consumed up to this point (position 2). 

This process continues until P , tHe minimu price is reached which cor

responds to the TAP and AC minimtum tangency points (position 4). 

Although it is assumed that there have been equal downward move

ments along the TAP, curve (friu I to 2 and 2 and 3), the quantity of 

petroleum being consumed accelerates due to the decline in world prices 

as producers begin realizing technological progress and increasing returns 

to scale. Evetually, the world's petroleum extractive industries begin 

6Simply put, increasing returns to scale generally characterizes 
the long-r n average cost curve for decreasing cost industries (or in 
terms of TAP: Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 ). For petroleml and most other exhaustible 
fuel related industries the rate at which a firm experiences increasing 
returns to scale is determined by how quickly de various econcuties of 
production that are gained by way of technological progress, out pace
the losses associatd with depleting relatively accessible higher grade
fuel reserves. lowever, this assumption has been challenged in light 
of eiierging material (e.g. fuel and metal scircities and also high in
flationu-y and interest rates) and envirormiental (e.g. air idwater 
pollution) constraints. 

http:petroh.VL
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tapping lower grade deposits as more accessible, higher quality reserves 

approach exhaustion.
 

As the world's petroleum extractive industries begin tapping less 

accessible and lower grade deposits, they begin facing increasing fuel, 

capital and general operating costs. The higher costs are then passed 

along such that world prices for petroleum begi-n to rise. 

However, due to the scarcity of inforntion on how to use alterna

tive source of energy, 7 world dca--nd for petroleu keeps growing as newly 

entering consum-s (e.g. developing countries) begin to express their 

denand for petroleui. Even if it is assumed that the growth in the world 

denand for petroleum stays relatively constant 8 after position 4, the 

prtion of the petroleum stock remains for any generation, after position 

4, is clearly less than the portion which generations 3 through 4 consumed. 

Exhaustible Fuel Use and Intergenerational Euity 

The accelerated depletion of exhaustible energy resources such
 

as petroleum, by former generations (generations 1 through 4) suggests 

7 Such a scarcity of inflation on how to use alternative sources 
of energy can be attributed to several causes. The first, and perhaps 
the forenost, reason involves the action of an energy resource owner 
who wishes to maximize the future value of his energy stock. Given that 
by attempting to limit or otherwise neglecting to inform consumers of 
his resource stock on how to use alternative sources of energy or other 
exhaustible fuel saving methods, the resource owner can keep the dEniand 
for his resource stock relatively inelastic. 

8More realistically, howeve, it is expected that as better quality 
of exhaustible fuel deposits (such as petroleum) approach exhaustion 
the dema-nd for fuel would tend to accelerate since remaining fuel stocks 
are still lower quality (i.e. need to extract increasing anounts, in 
terms of nmss or voltune) to obtain the same BTU content as higher quality 
fuel. 
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that newly entering latter generations of petroleum consumers and producers 

will have smller shaire of the petroleum stock to consume at relatively 

higher world prices. As a result, gener-ations 5 and 6, who might repre

sent developing countries th-t have startcd to develop pxetroleum depen

dent industries, will face iicreasing social costs9 as exhaustible fuel 

stocks are incrtasingly depleted. 

Given tha.it the (elative , price mechanism is unable completely to 

reflect the deinnd of future aenerations for rciaining petroleum energy 

stock, the increasing pecuniary anid social cos,:s of "over depnding"1 0 

on formerly inexpensive petroleum supplies must be borne by latter gene

rations (ie. generations after position 4). 

Thus, in a sense, market lateccimers (e.j. developing countries) 

are penalized for failing to develop their petroleum related industries 

when the cost of extract4,Ig petroleum was decreasing. This points out 

the need for Third World countries to explore an.d develop alternative

9Scme of the social costs which latter generations may have to 
hear include: increasing environmental degradation (eg. air, water and 
radioactive polliution) as capital and fuel intensive technologies con
tinue to be devt!opcd ignoring pecuniary, material and environmental 
constraints; lower staidards of living as eco-system begin to collapse 
as a result of attmpting to support increased numbers of people desiring
higher stmdards of livijg and affluence in the face of diminishing stock 
of land and energy resources. 

10As the cost for exhaustible fuel dccreases dramatically, the 

tendency to substitute more convenient, fuel-intensive activities for 
more mundane, time-consuming albeit energy efficient methods (eg. drying 
clothes with an electric dryer as opposed to air drying) increases. This 
serves to accelerate the rate at which a ccimunity evolves into an ex
haustible fuel dep(edmt society enjoying relatively high levels of material 
affluence and convenient short-run, and away frcn a more energy ,fficient
and exhaustible fuel conserving society that grows at a slLv but steady 
rate. 
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energy-techologiesiI instead of increasing their depenidence on exhaus

tible fuel stccks which can be "uinteritionally scjuandered] 2 by previous 

generations. It is hoped that Third World can begin developing such 

alternatives before the social costs associated with postLpending a tran

sition away franI petroleumi and other sources of exlhausttb]k fuels becomie 

too great.
 

Until rcIently, the assLmUption has been that since tochnologicil 

progress will continue to outpace energy and general resource scarcity 

and prope.ly functionijg l arket econciniy would ensure that future gene

rations (especially in rural, Third World settings) effectively use the 

massive accunulation of fuel- and capital-intensive technologies as non

renewable fucl resources approach exhaustion, becaies more difficult. 

Therefore, silIcL, the dacnked by future geerations for more sustainable 

sources of energy cannot be expressed during former generations, the 

,levelopMent of such sources of energy must be initiated by previous generations. 

Many would argue, however, that if alternative-energy systas were 

in fact capetitive to non-renewable-based technologies, rising exhaus

tible fuel prices would, at least in the long-run, be the very mechanisn 

that woul permit the UiMjpded developnient of such alternatives by future 

11 	 . . 
A1 lternativ - nergy-tednologies iiclue any experimentally proven 

or other potentially viable tecJnology that can best tap previously under 
developed source of energy (oil shale, tar sands, geo-pressurized methane, 
wind or solar power, alcohol and other biofuels) . 

exhaustible fuel prices are politically controlled at too
low level (which- ecourages current consumption reads) the inevitable 
result is overdepetndence on a few edxaustible sources of energy inducing 
fewer tech'nological substitutions in processes, products and services. 
(See Robert V. Aryee' s "Resources, Environment and Econanics, John Wiley 

and Sons, New York, 197j, p. 51-52 for more exploration.) 

http:prope.ly
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generations. However, not only does this argument fail to consider the 

scarcity of information on the developnent potential of ',.any alternative

energy-technologies but it also ignores the relatively lower discounted
 

rate of return 13 on the initial capital investment outlay associated
 

with many alternative-enerq.y-technologies.
 

However, if this fact had been recognized by "energy planners"
 

prior to the drastic jump in the price for petroleum (which future geae

rations face), at least among the industrialized countries who might
 

have more easily sacrified some economic growth in the short-run so that
 

they would be able to consume a steadier more continuous flow of energy
 

in the long run; a "fuel stock tax"1 4 might have been imposed after position 

4 on the TAP. Such tax would have the effect of raising the price of
 

petroleum or other exhaustible fuels so that the long-run historical 

price for such fuel stock could be stabilized.
 

13Market decisions with regard to the allocation of energy resources
 
as measured by the relative valuation of various energy technologies,

tend to be shortsighted since the discounted rate of future returns on 
many alternative-energy-technologies are often understated. 
The expected

discounted returns from many alternative technologies are usually dis
counted at the going rate of interest regardless of the fact that sane
 
techn-ologies become relatively more costly to operate overtime since
 
they are powered by increasingly expensive exhaustible fuels. (SeeWilliam
 
Ophulus', Ecology and Politics of Scarcity, W. H. Freeman & Co., San
 
Francisco, 1977, p. 169).
 

14
 
According to Pigou (See Econcmic of Welfare, 1932) marginal social 

costs always exceed marginal private costs in an increasing costs in
dustry. Marginal social cost can be defined as the sum of the marginal
private cost of producing a ccmmodity, plus the "nonrecoverable" positive
and negative "effect" (i.e. externalities) associated with an increnent 
of output of that ccamodity which accrue to or ure borne by individuals 
outside the industry. If an increasing cost industry is taxed, its mar
ginal private cost can be raised until it equals its marginal social 
cost. Ideally, in the case of an exhaustible fuel related industry such 
a tax could be tied to the development of alternative energy system as 
opposed to relying too heavily on the output of any increasing cost in
dustry (e.g. petroleum). 



The ijcreascd price for fuels could therefore encourage earlier 

development of alte ative-enry-technologies as well as more conser

vation and efficint use (i.e. less waste) of ricmaininq reser.-ves. Not 

only does le-s waste lessen the social cost fo- future generations but 

if alteriative<-eiicjy-t(-hnologjes had begun to be developed before posi

tion 4, the retuLs frekn such technologies, to future generation, could 

start to be realized before LX)itiOll. Thus, by developing alternative

energy-technologies at an ea ly enough time, de disruptive effcts of 

rapidly rising fuel prices as it becoties !fore costly to e-xtract less 

accessible petroleum reserves, could be minimized. 

Considering th.t imany developing countries who have already started 

large scale industrialization projects are becaming increasingly de

pendent on exhaustibi e-fuel-intensive "advanced" technologies, the insti

tuLional difficulties of imp)sing such a fuel stock tax on infant dcmestic 

industries, who are facing greatly increased fuel. costs, nay be iisur

mountable. However, Third World "energy developers" should realize that 

as more non-renewable-based-tednologies are impx)rted to promote indus

trial developmeiit, they wiil beccine dependent on developed countries 

for these capital and fuel-intensive technologies. 

Also given that many developing countries have few indigenous, ex

haustible fuel. reserves, the Third World countries will need to develop 

indigenous sources of energy and accciiipanying conversion technologies 

in order to continue balanced, diversified growth without contributing 

to the di ruptive effects of worsenijg balance of payments position. 

(Not to "tion exacerbating the increasing social, enviro-mfental and 

general econcinic costs that future generations must bear if a transition 

away frcin eyaustible fuels is postponed)). 

Such alternative-uenemy-tcchnologies should be developed in such 
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a way that their continued use and improvnent by latter generations 

is ensured without forcing future Third World inhabitants through yet 

another costly transitional squeeze. 

The inabili ty of tHe future Thi rd World 'generations to cost ef

fectively use "recycled," the non-renewable-based capital stock (which 

they will inHlerit if they pursue d(velopmnent paths similar to the ones 

Chosen by tocday's industrialize(d countrie2s) represents another- poten

tially burdonscie social cost. 15 Since the dejmnd for more capital 

intensive, non-ranewable-ised te(jhnologies start to grow; faster than 

the rate at wh*ch exhaustible fuel can be produced, higher quality, rela

tively accessible reserves are gradually depleted. 

Consequently, due to the continued strong dependence on oil, as 

well as other exhaustible fuels, world petroleum related industries are 

their products. 1 6 
induced to continually raise the price for 

Although the cjntral tenant in economics concerns itself with the 

optimal allocation of "scarce" (i.e. exhaustible) resources towards ccin

peting uses, many econoinic models have chosen to ignore or assume away 

the problGTis that begin to confront future generations once a significant 

portion of those resources approach exhaustion. Implicit, though rarely 

15This assUm(es that developing countries are entering increasing 
cost (e.g. exhaustible fuel related) industries and that there is a diver
gence between the private and social cost associated with "inefficiently" 
using exhaustible resources. Given such a condition, the rate at which 
the denand for any exhaustible fuel grows will determnine how quickly 
the price for dat fuel i-ncreases. 

1 6 The first substantial round of price increases largely initiated 
by the OPEC cartel inmcdiately followv.ing the 1973-74 Arab Oil Eibargo 
may have been the turnijg point (corresponding to position 4 on the TAP) 
with respect to the price trend for petroleum. 
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stated in many areas of econanic analysis, is the pr(-assmnption that 

certain scarce resources stocks approach exhaustion, any properly function 

price systdfl will eisure that formerly costly, laLge scale, "advmced" 

technologius will Ix-,ccv( econcittica Ily comp)eti tive. 

This enables various eh.austible fuel depmdmt industries to sub

stitute tcAvards ]arCjer scale, iiore capital-intensive technologies, so 

that they cm tapqe or iike better use of resources that are less acces

sible or of lower quality. However, such a presumption, namely that 

the econcmies of: larg, scale will, in de long-run, lower the cost of 

tapping such resource stocks. 
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CIMMfER IV 

RENeMMBLE ENERGY RESOURCES 

Renewable energy resources are non-depIletable2 and will be available 

indefinitely. By far, the world's most -inexhaustible source of energy 

is solar -eercy, which can be harnessed both in the direct form of sun

light or in more indirect fooLns as the energy stored in the wind, plants, 

and water impounded in eluvated reservoirs. 

Solar energy drives the earthi's climatic systen and assumes many 

forms in addition to that of direct sunlight. For example, the kinetic 

energy co-attained in the winds is induced and sustained by the unueven 

heating of the earth's surface by the sun. Living plants convert sun

light to chemical energy through the process of photosynthesis. Hydro

electric eneLry, the kinetic energy of falling water, is made available 

on a renewable basis by the solar-powered evaporation of water. Ocean 

thermal gradients, another potential rencwable energy source, arise due 

to the solaLr heating of ocean surface water, coupled with the large

scale circulation of ocean waters driven by the sun. Other indirect 

sources of solar energy, are waves, ocean currents, and salinity gradients. 

Prospects for Major Approachus to Solar Utilization 

(1) Solar Themal Energy: The simplest method of harnessing solar 

energy is to collect and utilize it in the form of heat. The captured 

thermal energy can be used to perform a variety of tasks spining a broad 
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range of required taiperatures. Relatively low teiieratures (less than 

about 2121F) tasks inc!.udc dcxiestic water ha1ting, buildinlg heating, 

air conditioning and agricultural crop dLying. The utilization of solar 

energy for residential nd cemnie(rcial water heiting, buildiig he.ating 

and ci:i, nd industriail process heat app] ications can be of nmjor 

significance, because tLken together, these tasks account for nearly 
half of al] energy *:urrcinul/ used in the worlid. 

(2) Solar Thermal1-b IEtr:c Conversion: Solar thenrnl-electric 

systems convert heat to -i_!ctricity by meRans 'f conventional steam tur

bine generators or h:-t gines. In addition to providing electricity, 

solar-power d heat engines can provide mechanical energy for applications 

such as puznping wa{iter for irrigation. Solar thermal conversion systcms 

can be built or variety of .scales ranging frcn samll-scale residential 

installations to large, centralizcd pe!,ier stations. While most of the 

ernphasis to date has been placed on large-scale designs, smaller systems, 

perhaps built on a cciiniunity scale, hold considerable promise. A major 

advantage held by smaller systens located near their load is the utili

zation of the heat left over fran electric conversion is greatly facili

tated. In fact, "total energy" systems--capable of providing both useful 

thernmal energy _uid elctricity for residential, ceniercial and industrial 

use, constitute one of tHe most prcmising approaches to solar energy 

utilization.
 

Photovotaic Cells: Photovoitaic cells, ccimonly called Solar Cells, 

are serdi conductor devices that can convert sunlight directly into elec

tricity. These devices are attrictive for a number of reasons. They 

have no moving parts and therefore are quite reliable, require little 

mintenance, and have potential for long useful lives. Electrical generation 
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produces no pollution and consumes no water. 

Wind Energy: The uneven heating of the earth's surface by the sun 

gives rise to the large-scale motion of the atmosphere referred to as 

the winds. The winds thus represent solar enbrgy temporarily converted 

into the kinetic energy of air. This kinetic energy is continually re

plenished by solar radiation'and continually dissipated by frictional 

process that result in atmosphere heating. 

In recent years, there had been renewed interest in harnessing wind 

power, owing chiefly to high fuel prices, an increased awareness of the 

environmental problems associated with conventional energy sources, and 

several attractive features of the wind resource. Wind represents a 

large and non depletable energy resource that can be utilized with minimal 

impact on the environment, producing no air and thermal pollution and 

requiring no water in its utilization. The simplicity of wind technology 

will allow for rapid development in ccmparison to many other energy tech

nologies. Finally, the economic prospects of wind systems are quite 

pranising. 

Hydro Electric: Hydroelectric power represents a form of stored 

solar energy that is, in principle, a renewable source of energy. In 

the course of the hydrologic cycle, water from lakes and oceans is eva

porated by the sun. It is eventually turned to the land as rain. Impounded 

behind dams, it has stored gravitational energy and allowed to flca through 

turbine to useful mechanical or electrical energy. 

Bianass: Photosynthesis is the biological process by which green 

plants convert sunlight into organic matter. The biomass resource con

sists of the chemical energy stored within organic matter originally 

derived from the photosynthesis process. The average energy content 
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of raw, dry biciass is about 15 millionlBtu's per ton. Roughly 0.1 to
 

0.2 percent of the energy falling on earth is captured by plants. Al

though this percentage Ls small, the world bicmss energy resource is 

quite larger; on annual basis, bicuiss prcduction is about seventeen 

times gr-eater than worldwide nonfood energy use. In nny developing 

countries, wood, charcoaL, and cow dung are prilmilry fuels used in rural 

areas. 

Ocean Thermal E'nergy Conversion (OTEC) : The ocean, occupying 70 

percent of the global surface are_ acts as vast natural collectors and 

storage reseL-voirs for solar energy. Heating by the sun produces tem

perature differences between the warnmer ocoan surface waters and the 

cooler, deepter layer-s 2,000 to 3,000 feet below the surface. These tem

perature diffezeces are nmLntained by the large scale ci:culation of 

the ,ocean's waters, driven by the sun, and attain their largest and most 

stable values of about 30°F in tropical water 200 latitude of the equator. 

Ocean thermal energy conversion -ystm seek to derive useful energy fran 

these thermal gradients. The principal attraction offered by OTEC is 

the fact that the ocean itself both collects and stores solar energy, 

obviating the need for these two components, generally essential to the 

solar energy systems. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE DEVELDPME1n' OF RENEWABLE SOURCES OF ENERGI AND APPLICATION
 
OF RENEWABLE-BASED-TCIINOLOGIES IN RURAL THIRD WORLD SETTINGS
 

Wind Enrgy Development 

Developing countries may not have to rely on more "advanced" tech

nologies in order to store sunlight. Rural conmunities may be able to 

make use of uneven heating in the earth's atmosphere instead. The winds 

are an indirect source of solar energy which result when hot and cool 

air masses ccmbine Ln the atnosphere. The energy released as a result 

of this canbination or mixture of hot and cool air is especially strong 

in certain topographic regions (eg. artic and subartic areas, mountain 

tops and valleys or high plateau regions particularly on the western 

hemisphere). These topographic features can be found within the boarders 

of many developing countries. Finally, just as there are global sunbelt 

regions, two niajor wind belts provide many developing countries with 

steady, seasonal trade winds which coincide with harvesting seasons when 

agricultural energy and labor are at a peak. 

Most solar energy systens collect and convert radiant energy into 

thermal energy (eg. flat plate or focusing collectors) or converts the 

radiant energy into electricity (eg. photovotaice). A wind energy system 

on the other hand converts kinetic energy into electrical energy or directly 

into mech~uiical work. Thus, after kinetic wind energy has been converted 

into usable formn, thu resulting power can be applied to power turbines, 
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pumps, compressors or other machinery that increase rural, Third World 

productivity. As a source of energy, the use of wind energjy is iniex

haustihle and pollution-free as other more direct methods of using sun

light. 

In general, a windmill can be classificd as either horizontal axis 

machine (in which the vanes rotate about a horizontal axis) or a vertical 

axis machine. Winidmills intended for punping -ipp]ications are required 

to rotate relatively slowly and regularly, have a large number of vanes; 

whereas windmills interided for electrical generation rotate rapidly and 

usually only have two or three vanes. 

For developing countries, the crucial question when evaluatijg the 

development potential of wind or other solar energy systms becemes, 

how much energy will be gained per dollar of investnent? Increases in 

energy gained exceeds the costs of planning, building and maintaining 

a wind energy system (assuming that pecuniary costs are a good reflection 

of the actual opportunity costs associated with the development of a 

wind energy system).
 

Becau e of wind availability, windmills cannot be solely relied 

upon for electrical production but can still be used as an important 

supplemental source.17
 

However, windmills can still be used to satisfy various primary 

operations such as grain grinding, agricultural churning, water pumping, 

dredging and irrigation. 

1 7 If rura± inhabitants were willing to adapt their lifestyles such 
that they could acccmnodate wind variations and perform these agricul
tural tasks, when wind conditions were "optional," they would not only 
be able to significantly increase agricultural productivity but rely 
on wind power for a bulk of their work. 
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Wind Powered Irri.qation and Ehictrification 

As already mentioncd, mw)st Thir.d World Agri-businesses currently 

imae wide use of exhaustible fuel-int-nsive itv-ch.Ln-ry, pesticides and 

petro-chc-itca i fertilizers. Many of these agricultural practices require 

the support of otl-er priaory agricultural operations (eq. irrigaciun 

and dredging equ Lnent). Wind powe-red irrigation systes are, for the 

nost part, land and labor intensive. ALso, since relatively sjiple con

structio;i, ope.-ating and mintenance techniques are used, "soii-trained" 

workers at nLc/dest capital outlays, also allcm participating villagers 

who fornerly kept only a relatively smll parcel of land under cultivation 

to bring more Lnd under cultivation. By expanuding the area which is 

to be brought under cultivation, rural villagers can increase agricul

tural output as well as rural productivity.
 

The production of energy from windmills designed specifically to 

operate in low wind velocities that pTuvainhsuallvndia during the 

main irrigation season, is estinmted to be reasonably economical for 

irrigating small fans from open wells. More economic benefits could 

be realized if irrigation was practiced all year round, especially in 

the hot sumner season. Currently, this is not done because of the high 

cost of puiping water fron deeply entrenched ground water: wind irrigation 

practices could greatly benefit developing nations. 

The cost of developing a wind irrigation system ranges fram an ini

tial $1,600 (not including the sails and spare which are made from canvas 

and bamboo) down to a reproduction cost of about $1,180 if the system 

components are mass produced in batches of about 100 units. The si-x 

sails used, cost a total of $47.00 and only need to be replaced every 
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two months if used all year round. The punp costiig $95.00, may also 

need to be replaced ever,' five or ten years. The life of the basic struc

ture may be around 25 to 30 years. Whean Lch a design is used, nlain

ten,-ce costs are virtually eliminate d except. for those costs associated 

with an occasional, peLrhaps biarual inspection and greasing (B-itton, 

1979). 

Finally, thu U.S.-Tanzanian NAAS study showed the cost of wird gene

rated electricity was about 1.5 shillings or about $0.18 per kilowatt 

hours (Earl, 1975).
 

Siall Scale Wind System 

Cost effective develoxient of wind machines does not necessarily 

require the use of large turbines. Smaller windmills might be easier 

to locate in villages, thus, reducing transmission costs. Smaller scale 

wind systems can produce power in much lower wind velocities than large 

ones do and can operate over a longer period of time. Since the cost 

of a windmill and related mill installation costs per kilowatt becne 

cost canpetitive at relatively lower power capacities (between five and 

ten kilowatts) they represent an imuportant and relatively inexpensive 

source of power for rurai., Third World communities. On a snall scale, 

wind pckier can be inexpensively harvested by windmills to perform any 

kind of w-ark other than just electrical generation. For exmiple, in 

the valley of Lasithi, on the Island of Crete, the inhabitants use an 

estimated 10,000 small windmills, which catch the wind with triangular 

bands of white sail cloth, to pump water (Clark, 1974). 

Small scale windmills, built with local materials have recently 

been erected in East Africa. Recent adaption of ancient Cretion windmill 
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designs hve b 'built in many rural, Third World regions using local 

materials. The introduction of wind powered irrigation has allowed the 

Gelebs in Southtern EtIiopia and farm-s along Lake Rudolph in Kenya to 

quadruple ag1:icultural output (Goulet, 1980). In the People's Republic 

of China, windmills are curritly used for irrigation on smll holdings, 

using wind(i11]] driven scoop-bucJket systmis. The wLndniis are constructed 

of locally av,,.able mate-ials, xmbios and wood, and are generally built 
by the user:. With minor modifications, the same d-vice is used to grind 

beans and rice and for shellin-g crops, as well as for pLmrUing water. 

In Thailand, simple windill constructed locally, with wooden or 

bamboo poles and cloth sails, have been used for :uny years to move water; 

more recently a two-bladed, wooden-propellor type of windmill has been 

introduced. jn this case, the water is lifted by scoop-buckets attached 

to an endless belt or by a "water ladder" (Clark, 1974). 

The new Alch ny Institute of Massachusetts, working with the Indian 

Institute of Agricultur., [Research and the Indian National Aeronautical 

Laboratory, has developed a 25-foot sail wind pump for rural use; employing 

the whell of a bullock cart as a bub and bamboo frame for the cloth sails. 

This simple device is expected to provide a cost conpetitive power for 

Indian villages (Sharrat, 1978). At the Indian Institute of Science
 

in Bangolore, a vertical axis windmill with savonius type rotor was chosen
 

to meet the criterion of low cost and high starting time. The rotor
 

consists of cloth sails stiffened by ropes (madewith local materials)
 

which are attached to circular boards at the top and bottan. The choice
 

of cloth and ropes as materials for the rotor permits the sails to be
 

shaped such that they achieve reasonable efficiency and high stability
 

(Sharrat, 1978).
 



* . . " . ... 

Wind Storage and Wind - Solar Ccmbination Technologies 

West Germany and Denmark have already started experiments in wind 

power storage by using surplus wind energy to power pumps or turbines
 

that compress air into underground caverns (Agarival, 1978). In ad

dition, currently nore costly and technlically complex storage methods
 

(eg. wind-powered hydrogen genrations via electrolysis or more advanced 

battery technologies that can chemically store surplus electrical energy)
 

may become economically attractive, in the long-run; as exhaustible fuel
 

prices continue to escalate. If such storage technologies, in fact,
 

prove successful in the long-run, the idle-time costs associated with
 

wind energy systems could be substantially reduced.
 

In many areas scattered throughout the Third World, wind speeds
 

and sunshine are negatively correlated (ie. wind speeds being highest
 

when the sun is not shining). This suggests that an optimum "technolo

gical mix" would use wind and solar systems in a ccmplementary idle capa

city minimizing fashion, each system backing the other up. In this way,
 

one of the inherent drawbacks associated with solar and wind energy systems,
 

(namely, the idle capacity problem when there are not sufficient levels
 

of sunlight or wind) could be circumvented, resulting in reduced operating
 

and lifecycle costs for the user.
 

The Brace Research Institute, a leading international energy re

search center based in Canada, has maintained a research laboratory on 

the Island of Barbados to build experimental wind and solar machines.
 

The work is still continuing there, where recent projects have included
 

construction of a special solar-powered cooker for a school in Haiti
 

and the fabrication of special solar-powered water distillation units
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as well as instal lation of various types of wind mchines for all purpose 

water putmping. The Barbados govermnent has not only sanctioned the Brace 

Institute's projects, especially for wind and solar technological cclibi

nations, but would 1le to include such projuts in a catprensive agri

cuLtura. develoLn[ent picxjrum (IHLyes, 1980). 

All Wiings considered, the high conversion cffici-Nc/ of trans

forming wind energy into mechanical work accci t xnied by relatively low 

social and environuimental costs (i.e. no deletericws inputs or wastes 

and little noise) ntike wind xwer attractive, and long-run suppleriint 

to a well integratd and diversifid :nertjy strategy for rnK)st Third World 

cammunities that satisfy minmum climatic re-quiranents. 

Hydro-Power Develo2irn t 

Water of hydro power is essentially another form of solar energy. 

The sun begins the hydrologic cycle by evaporating water fron lakes, 

seas, the ocean and other large bodies of water, letting resulting water 

vapor rise on a current of heated air. The cycle continues when the 

water vapor reaches a certain altitude and, depending on temperature 

conditions, condenses as precipitation back onto the earth's surface. 

The potential energy of the falling water gradually dissimtes as the 

water flows back to the seas and oceans. Therefore, it can be considered 

that the energy potential of water flowing down from an elevation above 

sea level is essentially another renewable and "direct" manifestation 

of solar energy. 

From 80 to 90 percent of controlled water energy can usually be 

converted into useful work. This compares rather favorably with the 

efficiencies of most other solar, chenical or thermal energy system which 



range between 25 to 45 percent (Miccolis, 1978). The world's industria

lized regions possess about 30 percent of the earth's hydro-electric
 

poteitial, as measured by conventional criterion, but produce 80 percent
 

of all its hydro-electricity. In contrast, Africa is endowed with 22
 

percent of all hydro-electric potential, but produces only 2 percent
 

of all hydro-electricity, about half of which is fran the Aswan High
 

Dam in Egypt, the Akosobo Dam'il Ghana, and the Dariba Dam on the Sam

bezi River between Zcmbia and Rhodesia (Wilson, 1978). 

18
Low head hydro power can provide power that is relatively easy
 

to control and maintain, at relatively high efficiencies in most rural
 

Third World settings. Much of the extensive hydro-electric development
 

even in such industrialized countries as Japan, Switzerland and Sweden
 

has entailed the use of comparatively small facilities, such small units
 

hold continuing prcidse for developing countries. In mountainous, head

water areas, such as Nepal and India, where relatively small volumes
 

of water fall great distances, numerous choice sites exist for small
 

stations up to 100 megawatts each (Clark, 19/4). The most efficient 

development in low head hydro-electric generation is the emergence of 

thousands of snall, rural stations throughout China. While the state 

provinces provide limited assistance in design, equipment and training 

of operators, most of the funds, labor and construction materials are 

exclusively local. The small stations are instrunental in the rudimen

tary electrification of the Chinese country-side (Smil, 1980).
 

China reportedly has 60,000 snall facilities that together generate
 

18
Low i.ead hydro simply refers to the fact that the waterflow in 

question is "falling" (usually measured in cubic feet per second) a com
paratively short distance. Since the "head" or height of waterfall de
terinines the size and type of water wheel or turbine that will be chosen, 
the lower head, the smaller and less sophisticated the waterwheel or 
turbine will need to be. 
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over two million kilowatts, about 20 pe-c:ent of Chia's total electri

city capacity. The Chinese facilities are located, for the mo)st part, 

in sparseLy jXppulatC]d aoas, thereby neutraizing We prdj bitiV tj:ans

senodIIL -ectricjitymission cost of ci from LLarcpg, cCntri-a]iziUd facilities 

to dcwn LCjld m urs ,ls. Local workers buit die sm:il-l earth-fl.lled 

or rock-fi] Ied that -o sub;tatit i. irrigationdais provide -LLxxl contol md 

benefits (Smil, 1980) whid rep-esent ijx:)rtant exte:rnalities tiat could 

help Lcrease agriicultural productivity in othe-r Third World camiuni

ties. Recently, Kenya receivLd financing 1--ci the World Bank to build 

six, 60 megawatt installation on the Tana. River. 

In Nepal, site of the world's worst rates of deforestation and its 

attendamt ca l-uities, a NAAS sponsorcd workshop found that ntini-hydro 

could be usedi to provide energy in ccid)ination with a wodlot to produce 

nitrogen-baseld fertil.izer essential in reforestation programs. The work

shop found out that "for a typical hill village of 250 persons, 10 

18 killowatt mini-hydro and a 30 - 40 hectare managed woodlot can provide 

significmt irrigation, fertilizer, douestic water supply, lighting and 

siall industry returns as well as having enormous social benefits (To

daro, 1977).
 

Environmental, Economic and Other Attributes Associated
 
with Simall-Scale Hydro-Power
 

The enviroimontal effects of small scale, hydro-pwer are generally 

less adverse than those of exhaustible fuel intensive, the ]_ikpower 

plants. Unlike nast fuel initensive, thermal electric plants, smll scale 

hydro facilities are particularly well-suited for meeting agricultural 

demands during the main harvesting season in most rural Third Woi:ld regions. 

The operating Laxi maintenmce costs of sall hydro facilities arre also 
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found to be generally lower than those of miost theinmal clectric gene

rating plants. 

In tetiis of cost per kilowatt hour based on U.S.-Tanzania NAAS study, 

srill scale hydro-pA~er facilities were ,shciun to generate electricity 

in rural areas for between 0.26 to 0.97 Jillings or aL)out 0.03 to $0.12 

(Wilson, 1978). In addition, iull scal, hydr-o installation break domwn 

less often thaM othe(r typt.s cI! generatijng cquijiient. Although as a1

ready mAetion(ed, fuw Thiri World agricultural prccesses actually require 

electricity, bc,-ause of the low cost and high efficimoy (85 or more) 

of converting water jxL)wer into electric eneryy-, the develop[nent of liall 

scale hydro-electric facilities appear to be a good means of p:oviding 

the Third World ccjimuuities with electLicity. T1his of course assunms 

that villages are located near a reliable waterflow i-hat can be developed 

in a relatively s.il].e fashion nximizijg the use of local labor and 

imterials. 

It secins that the use of dams as storage midunis may be the rwost 

effective way to minimize the idle times inherent with both solar and 
19 

wind systemls. For e-x<ple, a ccnibination of wind and hydro-electric 

power could be used to miniimize the idle times of wind cc'.version tech

nologies. 

Finally, by dispersing hydro-power sites all over the countryside, 

as opposed to locating a fcw plants in central locations, rural villagers 

could acquire greater access to the total hydro-electric potential of 

any region. In general, -ialler dans can be instrumints of econcmic 

equity, given that the greatest potential for future small scale hydro

1 9Surplus hydro-electric xwer can be used to punp water fran lower 
reservoirs to an elevated one; as power is drawn, the water is allowed 
to flow back to the lower pool.
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power developmiit lies in rural, Third World rcgjions currently lacking 

ad quate supply of 01ner.jy. 

If a nuiuuxer of rrtld ciinxnities bein developing hydro and otheL 

renewable ee2vy systons, and estblii thuLn a's leading ,conaiiei.c base 

sectors20 it -it .l;, mf)onq othei- th n(gs, thft inlaccessible2 -ind widely 

disersed Thir-d Wor-ld vL]lLios wi]. 1be able2 to iLuak use of- the ruwiable 

g lyIk_ not to on ar1d 

intensive tecNoAL)ogies as much as more centralized industrial based re

gions do. 

agricultural systciis 1v.rdo nedj rely capital fuel 

Solar Cookers 

Solar cookers represent one of the most simple (in terms of both 

maintenance and operation), direct and necessary applications of the 

Third World's solar e-eI7Jy potential. By using solar cookers, varying 

surface tdumporatLues c-u1 be attained suitable for most: cooking require

ments. Although solar cooking devices have been introduced in the past, 

widespread use has been impeded, due chiefly to the formerly high costs 

(up to twenty-five dollars per unit i-n the 1960's) as well as cultural 

resistance to abandoning the traditional use of firewood for cooking. 

Currently however_-, heap new reflecting iimterials (eq. aluminated mylar) 

can be stretched over ine<xplsive, locally mde frames (Revelle, 1976). 

Such cost r-eductions have eancouraged villages who are facing firewood 

20A leading econcinic base sector can be described as the sector 

which acts as the "engine" or gr(wt within a region. That is, the base 
sector of iiivuy ccianunity is the sector that adids the greatest value to 
the raw mterials and capital that it usjs and pr-ovides necessary inputs 
as well as other goods and services that supports the growth of other 
coviituity industr.:.es. In gener-al, eniergy Lelated industries are good 
examles of lead.ing econcmic base sector-s. 

http:industr.:.es
http:01ner.jy
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scarcities to change their cc&king habits. 

The first in a series cf 1,000 solir stoves has been used on a 

experimental basis in China and is currently being used successfully 

by peasants for cooking n.ud othur housdold neleds at the outskirts of 

Shangha i.21 

The pr-ob-im that now runviins with solar ccokers and stoves is the 

inability to use thim during cloudy periods and in the night which has 

contributed to cultur:a. r-esistnce in mcuCy aLeas. Therefore, untilJ cost 

effective heat storage technologjies fort solar cokers can be developed, 

cookers will con.tinue to be used only in suppl.emetary manners. Although 

the intiroduction of: solar cocokers in India, M2eXico and Morrocco have 

not yet resultcd in social acceptance of new methods :.nd styles of cooking, 

in other developing countries, solar cooking has proven to be a popular 

novelty. It nmay be px)ssible that better energy storage technologies 

and heat transfer technigues to permit indoor or evening cooking acccin

panied by more widespre.ad understanding .md use of solar cooking tech

niques (as well as cost effective applications of other renewable-based

technologies) may help solve the :cnvining e-xhaustible fuel and firewood 

scarce, rural Third World regions. 

Of course, the escalating costs of convetional fuels as well as 

increasing scarce fir.wcx supplies, are the best mechanism encouraging 

a substitution towards more direct uses of any renewable based technology. 

21Stall suggests that the rural regions in the imediate vicinity 

of large urban centers are in the best position to benefit fronj solar
related researcl amd development activities. (See China 's Energy, Prae
ger Publishers, 1976). 

http:widespre.ad
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Solar Water Heating 

The use of solar energy to heat water is another relatively sim

ple and cost effective use of solar generated that could make a signi

ficant contribution to hcyilth and well being of rural villages. Solar 

heated water for dishwashing and bathing can reduce the burLden of in

fectious diseases, andcl othes washod wid soip and hot water outlasts 

clothes beaten-clean on rocks at a river's edge (Revelle, 1976). Flat 

plate solar water heaters can be manuufacturcd rather easily with mate

rials that are either indigenous to the Third World or have been recycled 

elsewhere. The imost favorable conditions for the developnent of snall 

scale water heaters exists on the high Tibetan plateau, where the average 

number of "sunhours" is about 3,000 accamipanied by low humidity and low 

turbidity, conditions that normally interfere with the collection of 

sunlight (Revelle, 1976). A 280 square meter glass solar heat absorber 

currently heats water for a public bath -inIthe Tibetan capital of Lhasa. 

Similar smaller units, as well as solar stoves for heatLng and cooking, 

are operating elsewhere in Tibet (Earl, 1975). 

Solar Distillation and Desalination 

Where the water is contaminated, solar distillation may well be 

the most cost effective 22 way to provide sane drinking water for rural 

villages. Although there are ntuerous designs, a simple water distil

lation unit consists of a box ii which sits a suspended black tray where 

the dirty water rests, covered by a clear sloping glass plate. Witer 

2 2Solar distillation requires a relatively large capital invest
ment per unit of capacity but properly designed and constructed systens, 
a miniluL cf operating and maintenance costs. 
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is evaporized by sunlight and condenses on the glass, then trickles down 

the walls of the still into clean containers at its base. This type 

of stills requires little mainteiance or capital outlays and yields up 

to four liters (42 quarts of driking water [_er square meter of glass) 

per day (U.S. Acadun y of Sciences, 1979). 

Sun powered desalination stills that produce fresh water would greatly 

benefit arid regions of area: operiencing desertification. A simple 

distillation plant in the Kyzyl-kuii Desert, located in the Soviet state 

of Turkemenia produces four tons of drinking water a day (Steward, 1979). 

The installation consists of slanted p:',Ls filled with salt water pumped 

out of deep wells. The pipes are covered with heat absorbing screens 

and as the pipes heat up, the water settles at the bottom of the pipes 

and the upper ends fill with condensaticn. This condensation in turn 

produces frcsh, drinking water. 

Salt for food preservation is an important by-prcduct of desali

nation of blackish ground and sea water, helping to lower input costs 

for other regional industries (especially in tropical areas where salt 

is used to preserve food). Solar desalination farms on desert lakes 

could provide arid, developing countries with an important source of 

both salt and water. 

Solar Crop Drying
 

Just as solar cooking, water heating, distillation of solar energy 

could be greatly expanded, solar drying of agricultural products is al

ready one of the oldest and nmost widesoread techniques of using sunlight 

directly.
 

Traditional solar crop drying involves spreading the material to 
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be dried in a thLn layer on the ground exposing the crops to sun and 

wind. Copra, cocoa grain, hay, fruits and vegetables are still dried 

in this manner throughout many Third World regions (Singer, 1977). 
Although there are many different desigs of modern solar grain 

drying eq4uipmit, the basic process involves the passage of sunlight 

through a glass or plastic plate. Storage bins cam then be used to trap 

the resulting heat, with fans pullijig heated air into the bins where 

the graini is dried. The Brace Institute in Canada has prouuced many 

simple low cost, solar drying wits of similar designs using ijdigenous 

materials. These types of dryers are essentially solar "hot box" which 

can be used to dehydrate fruits, vegetables and any other products which 

need to be dehydratd Lor preservation (U.N., 1980). By drying agricul

tural products in more protected surroundings, crops can be preserved 

without e<posing them to the wind and rain or insects, rodents and birds. 

This process is of special interest when drying soft tropical fruits 

since sugar concentrations increase during the drying process, making 

the fruit more vulnerable to attack ny insects. By adopting such modern 

drying techniques, Third World regions can reduce waste as well as sig

nificantly improve agricultural process control and product. 

For fruits and vegetables, sun-drying is the cheapest and simplest 

way to dry crops in regions having an abundance of solar energy and cha

racterized by low relative humidity and little or no rainfall (U.S. Aca

demy of Sciences, 1979). In the case of green lumber (where direct ex

posure to the sun tends to produce curling and warping in many woods) 

in the humid tropics, kilndiying techniques can be applied using solar 

heated air. Adequate drying of crops can be achieved in humid climates 

by raising the temperature of the air circulated among the items to be 
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dried which reduces the relative humidity of the insulated rack b'x (U.S. 

Acadmy of Sciences, 1979). 

Although there has been no significant carmercial mass manufacture 

of solar crop dryers, experimntation over the past 20 years has pro

duced a nunber of designs which are not in use throughout the world. 

These range frcn solar heated air dryers ini more or less conventional 

containients to a canbination of direct drying ar.d air drying using flat 
23
 

plate collector dryers. Ccmbination solar collector dryers have been 

designed using ijdigenous labor and materials (eg. bamboo, old wood, 

scrap metal and window panes) and successfully introduced in India and 

Trinidad (Agarivai, 1978). 

The most economical innovation in solar grain drying are in low 

temperature, in-storage systems. The storage systems collects solar 

energy to augment the heat that is normally present in the air, and speeds 

the drying of grain stored in bins or other shelters. All world regions 

will be primarily determined by the expected life time of the dryer and 

related fuel savings, to the life-cycle cost (ie. the total discounted 

cost of capital).
 

Recent studies, conducted in the American Midwest have shown that, 

depending on actual equipment design, 1976 total corn-drying costs ranged 

23Flat plate collectors consist of blackened, smoth plates which 
absorb (both beam and diffuse) solar radiation. On the plate and metal 
tubing which transfers the heat, absorbed solar energy is converted into 
an easily transferable form of unergy, typically as heated air or water. 
The second type, the focusing collector, uses a parabolic mirror, ref
lector mirror or lens to focus the beam component of the incoming radiant 
energy on a receiver which is actually smaller than the reflector. The 
result is energy flux which allows collection at higher temperatures.
For this system, sane degree to allow for changing beam directions 
is therefore not very efficient in diffuse sunlight (ie. during cloudy 
periods).
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from 10 to 30 cents per bushel using solar dryers. However, about 70 

to 80 percont of the total costs represented the fixed costs associated 

wi'h depreciation, interest, insurance and taxes. Variable costs for 

solar dryers ranged frcm 1.5 to 8.4 cents per'bushel. By contrast, costs 

for exhaustible fuel intensive conventional drying (using L11 gas, natural 

gas or electricity) averaged about 17 to 24 cents per bushel, with about 

30 to 40 percent of the totail in fLxed costs and variable costs ranging 

between 9.0 and 16.8 cents per bushel (Revelle, 197C). Although solar 

dryers have higher fixed costs, because of minimal fuel and mainitenance 

requirements, the variable costs associatcd with solar drying systls 

are considerably lower as compared with conventional dryers. Given ap

propriate discount rates and developinent priorities, the use of solar 

dryers in fuel scarce Third World regions represents a cost competitive 

way for relatively isolated, rural villagers to preserve valuable agricul

tural cammedities. This helps to minimize waste and spoilage and contri

butes to . x reased rural productivity. 

Other Passive and Active 24 Uses of Solar Energy 

Depending upon the location, energy efficient dwellings can be adapted 

in ways that makes optimal use of passively entering solar energy (eg. 

green house, southward facing windows and water heaters) as well as 

"natural" internal co-idition/Jig and insulation (eg. earthbed, trees, 

24 The passive use of solar energy implies that no "active" medlanical 

processes (eg. diesel water pumps) are used when collecting and trans
ferring solar heat energy. Active systems typically use solar collectors 
to capture sunlight and then pump or otherwise mechanically transport 
the resultant heat (using air water as a medium) to a storage area where 
it can be tapped as needed. 
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appropriately sized windows and shutters). The abundance of solar energy
 

in Third World countries experiencing deser-tification, for example, can 

be used to prlomo the construction of reasonably comfortable, energy 

efficient dwellings which make the best use of Whe desert mvironment 

regardless of how senuingly hostile aid uninviting such a climate would
 

be in other circumstances. By optimally matching village dwellings to 

the local environment, the use of Axhn ustible fuel intensive processes 

to stabilize the internal climate of a village dwelling (eg. the use 

of air conditioners to reduce i.ndoor humidity temperature levels) could 

be minimized. 

The resulting savings associated with reduced fuel requirements 

could then be used to develop ccuiuminity "site collection areas" (eq. 

strategically locatcd hydro-electric reservoirs which help keep desert 

villages cool). Other development projects could include village wide 

landscaping (eq. community gardens and green houses), windbreaks (eg. 

forest plantation that are positioned between the village and prevailing 

wind patterns) and other horti- or silvi-cultural practices which reduce 

the adverse effects of hot desert winds, dust storms as well as colder 

seasonal trade winds. 

At current prices, solar owered pumps are ccmpetitive with fossil 

fuel (usually diesel) powered pumps only in remote rural areas where 

fuel and nmintenance costs for conventional pumps are prohibitively high. 

For example, in 1975, a 40-horse power solar pump was designed to meet 

a Mexican town's irrigation and drinking water needs. Since then, Mexico 

has ordered ten more such pumps, with Seneal, Niger and Mauritania in

stalling similiar devices (Brown, 1978). Solar energy can be cunbined 

with the liquid piston to provide a very simple pump design. When using 
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this type of pump design, it beccmes unnecessary to use water as the
 

working fluid.
 

Two pumps of a similar design have already been successfully deve

loped and could be easily applied in rural, Third World settings. One
 

such smull pump employs a reciprocatijng piston with the other relying
 

on a small turbine. For liquid piston solar pumps, the vapor must be
 

returned to the boiler (Brcwn, 1978).
 

In Banuko, Mali, Daker, Senegal and the Office de L'Energie Solaire 

du Niger (ONERSOL) , solar pumps have been tested and applied successfully 

in several locations. The pumps tested thus far have been designed as 

a small, self-contained unit in which the power is locally consumed and 

not transmitted long distances. In the Saheel, there are already small 

water pumps ini operation which use one kilowatt -f solar energy and, 

with minimum mnount of attention and maintenance, can pump fran 50 to 

80 cubic meters a day, depending on local water tables. It is fOr these 

reasons that the Director for ONERSOL has stated, that solar pumps have 

an important role to play in the energy policies of the countries in 

Saheel where, according to the Director, current conditions for the develop

ment and widescale applic-ition of various solar energy systems may be 

the best in the world. Many believe that the cost of the solar pumps 

could be dramatically reduced by taking advantage of further research 

findings, especially in the development of solar storage technologies 

as well as the realization of other economics of production. 

Finally, in most rural areas, there is a sound basis in making use 

of solar xwered heat pumps for workable refrigeration systems based 

on the vapor absorption cycle, particularly for refrigerating milk and 

other product-s that may nornmlly deteriorate in storage without refrigeration. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SOLAR THERMAL ENERGY - THE BEST RENEWABLE RESOURCE
 
CANDIDATE - COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
 

In contrast to all forms of solar energy technologies discussed 

in this thesis, solar thcrmal energy is the best way of harnessing solar 

energy in the rural Third World. 

Considering a typical Third World country like Senegal on the West 

Coast of Africa, it sounds appropriate to argue that solar thermal energy 

is the si-plest way of harnessing solar energy in the Third World settings. 

In Senegal, the Office de L'Energie Solaire du Niger (ONERSOL) had tested 

and applied successfully several forms of the solar technology. 

Why Solar? 

There are energy alternatives to conventional fossil fuels other
 

than solar energy. However, technologies are limited, underfinanced,
 

and for the most part are not developed or residential dwelling appli

cation. While solar technology is primarily focused on individual do

mestic application, other alternate energy technologies stress a comunal 

contribution, usually for the generation of electricity. 

Wind 

Wind turbine g. aerators harness the energy of moving air to generate 

electrical power in some areas of Third World. As offspring of the ancient 

windmill, these huge rotors can operate within a narrow band of wind 
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of velocity between eight and sixty miles per hour. Only certain areas 

of the country can support such wind devices, and these ire not on a 

continual basis. Storage of generated electricity is difficult and ex

pensive. Until nny of the econcmnic and porfonice tradeoffs are deter

mined, wind turbine generators are unlikely to provide a sizeable per

centage of mergy needs. The possibility does not exist, however, for 

wind energy to be econcxically comlntitive with other sources. 

Biaass 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) defines bicmass as standing 

vegetation, aquatic crops, forestry and agricultural residues, and animal 

wastes. Burning wood has been one method of obtaining energy in Senegal 

and other developing countries for centuries. Bicmass is gaining popu

larity as oil and gas prices rise. However, it is considered not to
 

be unsafe and cannot contribute adequately to the residential energy
 

needs.
 

Hydro-Power
 

Water or hydro power as discussed in the preceeding chapter, can
 

be considered as another renewable and "direct" manifestation of solar 

energy. Hrwever, this is limited to just few countries in the Third 

World due to the lack of large rivers which could be used for such pur

poses. Moreover, tie technologies are limited and it requires millions 

of foreign exchange to develop hydro electric power in the rural settinjgs. 

For example, Africa is endowed with 22 percent of all hydro electricicy, 

about half of which is fran the Asani High Dam in Egypt, the Akosmr. o 

Dam in hMana, and the Kariba Dam on the Zambezi River between Zambia 
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and Rhodesia. Senegal and several other cotmtries in the Third World 

do not have such opportunities. Considering the rural regions, hydro 

power is unlikely to solve the energy required for rural develonent. 

Nuclear
 

Nuclear fission and fusion reactors are other sources of energy
 

but they do not appear to be the right source of energy for the rural 

Third World partly due to the tecdnologies and dangers involved. Fusion 

requires water as a resource, while fission requires uranium or sare 

other radioactive material, which is depletable. Briefly, nuclear re

quires a lot of foreign technologies which could not be obtained easily 

due to security reasons. 

Solar Energy 

Solar energy has been used by man for hundreds of years, but because 

of the availability of fossil fuels, primarily oil and gas, solar energy
 

was not widely developed as an energy source. With the 1973 Arab Oil
 

Embargo, Senegal and other less developed countries have realized that 

oil and gas might not always be available. Enough solar energy or radi

ation reaches the earth each day "to satisfy man's energy needs." 

There are several ways of harnessing solar energy as discussed in 

this thesis but the simplest is the thermal energy which has advantage 

over other sources of energy discussed above.
 

Solar Thermal Energy is the direct heat from the sun which can be
 

captured to perform a variety of tasks. These tasks include domestic 

water heating, building heating, air conditioning and agricultural crop 

drying. The utilization of solar energy for agricultural crop drying,
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water heating, building heating and cooling can be of ijor significnce, 

because taken together, these tasks account for nearly half of all the 

energy currently used in the rural Third World. 

Tech nSoujv 

Solar water heating, buildilg space cooling and heating systens 

presently represent the most tchnologically advanced and econcmically 

attractive solair eneLrgy applications. These technologies can be placed 

ijnto two generla]. catgories--passive and active. 

Passive solar cooking and heating systcmis basically consist of highly 

efficient buildings designed il such a way to minimize heat gains during 

the wamrn weathers and heat losses in the cold weathers. Passive systens 

utilize natural energy flows to tra-nsfer heat out and heat into buil

dings without reliance on the forced ciiculation of a heating or cooling 

fluid. These systurs often rely on large south-facing windows to increase 

the gain of solar energy. The insulated shutters mitigate window heat 

losses during cold nights, whereas reflectors, over-hans, and other shading 

devices dimiish unwanted solar radiation during warm weathers. Thermal 

energy is frequently stored i the building floor, walls and/or ceiling. 

In scine passive systumis, solar collectors, separate fran the basic 

building structure and p wered solely by natural convention, provide 

warm air or water to the space to be heated. In other systens, solar 

energy is both collected and stored by darkly paijted concrete walls 

or walls composed of blackened, water-bearing drums. Roof ponds can 

onploy water-filled plastic bags installed on the ceiling. Passive solar 

energy utilization can also be accomplished by green houses designed 

to permit excess collected heat to migrate into the buildings to which 
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they are attached. This type of passive system is expected to derive 

85 percent of the building enerjy requirmitent frun the sun. 

Active, as opposed to passive, solar cooling and heating systems 

rely on an external xwer source for forced trans[)ort to d istribute energy 

within the buildings. Special solar collectors and the(2nil storage re

servoirs, axart frcin the noniaL heating systauns, are emuployed. 

Camilunity scale4 solar heating systcuis with centralized annual Herrmal 

energy storage hold considcerable premtise. Centralized storage is attrac

tive owing to its reduced heat l.osses and cost peL unit of stored energy. 

Cost Benefit Analysis 

The use of any renewable ener(y resource ultimately depends on the 

collection and conversion of radiant solar energy into usable forms (whether 

it is heating space, water or food; drying grains or other crops; photo

voltaically co-averting sunliqnt into eloctricity, or co-averting indi

rect sources such as wind, water and plants or biomass into gaseous fuels). 

As a rule of thumb, the more directly solar energy can be collected and 

convertcd into usable form, the grcdter its "renewability. ,,25 Thus 

from the long-iun standpoint, it is to the user's advantage to collect, 

convert and use solar energy in the most technologically direct and 

least costly manner. In other words, users of solar sources -hould weigh 

2 5 Renewability in this sense, mains the degree to which the source 
of energy maintains its state of entropy regardless of human enterprise. 
Theoretically, solar emission would remain relatively constant even if 
future generations were to depend on solar sources for 100 percent of 
self-reiewing sources of ener.gjy such as green plants can be affected 
by human enter.prise and thus are not quite as "renewable" as more direct 
sources of solar energy. This implies that remwable based technologies 
which rely on self-reiewing source of enerTy ma be subject to sate supply 
constraints.
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the long-run discounted stream of benefits against the life-cycle costs 

before actually deciding on which energy conversion technology to develop. 

Cost benefit analysis might be the best technigue for -the decision making. 

A 	ThwLretical M)de].: Cost BenJ!fit Analysis on
 
Rural Third World Solar Energy Utilization
 

The discussion cr, the theoretical aspexcts of the cost-benefit analysis 

in this thesis will be limited to general conceptual description frcn 

a 	 syste analytical viLWpohnt, its application on the rural Third World 

solar nergy utilization and econcmic analysis. 

Cost-benefit analysis is a widuly accepted method Ln evaluating 

investmket pr1ojcts, especially for those involving public funds. To 

state it briefly: A public projected total benefits mu' : exceed the 

projected total costs over the lifetime of the project. 

Furthern ore, in line with the microeconanic theory, using the concept 

of the Pareto optijmlly the cost-beefit analysis asserts that for the 

rural resideits harnessing solar e-ergy system, should be at least no 

worse off, or more pAositively, better off than the conventional energy, 

systun. Then what is the measurement criterion here, the themal heat 

replaced by solar energy system or the nney saved fran the convention 

energy sources? Maybe both criteria should be considered. 

Criteria 

The results of a cost-benefit analysis of a potential solar energy 

harnessing in rural Third World nmy be given in five items, the net pre

sent value, the internal rate of return, the payback period, the years 

required to positive cash flow and the nmber of years to recover down 

payment, each will be described briefly. 
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Net Present Value 

By the discounting process, the net present value (NPV) of the in

stallation of solar systemn in a rural villago house is the sumi of the 

discounted net benfit over the systmt life. Net benefit used here is 

the difference between total benefits and total costs of installing a 

systanu. L:pressing in the iivithc3iitical fonn it is: 

NPV = N (Bn - Cn) 

(l+r)nn=l 

t h 
Where n = 1,....., N is the n year of the total systemi live N. 

r is the discount rate.
 

Bn is the benefits in nth year. 

Cn is the costs in the nth year.
 

Internal Rate of Return
 

By definition, the internal rate of return (RT) is the rate of dis

count that will make the net present value equal to zero, that is: 

S= V= 
N 

(Bn - Cn) 
n=1 (I+IRR) 1n 

Usually it is obtained by solving this equation using numerical 

method through large scale canputers. 

Payback Period 

Expressed in terms of the number of years required for cash earnings 

or savings generated by the new solar systan to equal the original in

vestmnent. 
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Dt
PB = t 	 such that Ct = 

a 

Where, PB is the payback period at year t, 

Ct is the 	culilulative savings at year t, 
a 

Dt is the r-imaining debt at vear t. 

Years Required to Positive Cash Flow 

This is the nunber of yers nee:_ded for the solar system to generate 

after tax savings to be greater than zero. 

Y : such that St = 0 
a 

Where, Y is the year that leads to P sitive cash flow. 

St is the after tax savings in year t. 
a 

NOTE: 	 This study considers savings in convcitional fuel oil as benefits. 
All other inteingible benefits such as psychic value excludedare 
and not quantified. 

Solar Enerqy Systemns Econofuic Ainalysis 

Using the Cost-Beiefit formulas as outlined in this thesis, eco

nomic analysis have been made on retrofitting solar energy systems in 

rural Third World countries, based on several assumptions. 

Assumptions 

(1) 	 The solar energy systems referred to in the estimation and analysis 

are feasible with current tec-hnology. 

(2) 	 The solar energy systuiis are available to the Third World count

ries by local construction and or import. 

(3) 	 The cost of the system, including equipneut, construction, instal

lation and lIabor. 
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(4) The mea..surement criterion here is the dollar saved ccmpared with 

conventional energy sources - fuel oil. 

(5) 	 Third World countries adopting the solar enerxgy systems are favored 

by geographic locations (thus, they are located in the equatorial 

zones ). 

(6) 	 The rural residents in Senegal or any other Third World countries
 

are using fuel oil for drying their agricultural crops.
 

(7) 	 Finally, it is assumed that the energy cjipitent for all systems
 

has no salvage value.
 

Data 	Sources
 

The data used for the Cost-Beefit Analysis is based upon the price 

quotes as excoplified by two finns, the Revere Solar and Architectural 

Products, Inc., in Kenly, North Carolina, and The Energy Place, Inc. 

in Greensboro, North Carolina, U.S.A. 

Selected Results Frcn the Cost-Beefit Analysis 

The empirical findings of the Cost-Benefit Analysis of the poten

tial solar energy harnessing in Senegal are given in five items. These 

are, the Benefits, the Net Present Value, the lnternal Rate of Return, 

the Payback period and the Years to positive cash flow. This study con

siders savings in conventional fuel oil as benefits. Ali other intangible 

benefits such as psychic values are excluded and not quantified. The 

discount rate 'eing more or less a subjective operator is selecced to 

be 13 percent in this analysis. 

The calculated results are shown in Table 6. Assumting a rural re

sident in Senegal or any other Third World country is contemplating the 



TABLE 6
 

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMIS ECCMOOIC ANALYSIS
 
(SOLAR CROP DRYERS) 

Annual Cost 

No Yrs 

Cost of 
Solar 
Crop Dryer 

of Oil 
(Benefits for 
using Solar) 

Discount 
rate (r) 

% 
Benefits 

(Bn) NPV 
IRR 

% 
Pay back 
Period 

Yrs. to 
positive 
cash flow 

1 10 $4900 $ 800 18 $3,595.20 $ -1304.80 9 45 46 

2 10 4900 820 18 3,685.03 -1214.92 10 46 47 
3 10 4900 840 18 3,774.96 -1125.04 11 43 44 
4 10 4900 851 18 3,824.39 -1075.61 12 41 42 
5 10 4900 900 18 4,044.60 - 855.40 13 23 24 
6 10 4900 980 18 4,404.12 - 495.86 15 14 15 
7 10 4900 1,000 18 4,494.00 - 405.00 17 13 14 
8 10 4900 1,091 18 4,902.95 2.95 18 10 11 
9 10 4900 1,200 18 5,392.30 492.80 19 8 9 

10 10 4900 1,300 18 5,842.20 942.20 23 7 8 



Table 6 Continued 

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
(SOLAR CROP DRYERS) 

No Yrs 

Cost of 
Solar 

Crop Dryer 

Annual Cost
of Oil 

(Benefits for 
using Solar) 

Discount 
rate (r) 

% 
Benefits 

(Bn) NPV 
IRR Pay back 

Period 

Yrs. to 
positive 
cash flow 

11 
12 

10 

10 

$4900 

4900 
$1400 

1500 
18 

18 

$6,291.60 

6,740.00 

$1,881.60 

1,841.00 

25 

28 

6 

5 

6 

6 
13 10 4900 1600 18 7,190.40 2,390.40 30 5 6 
14 10 4900 1620 18 7,280.28 238.28 31 5.5 6 
15 10 4900 1650 1 7,415.10 2,515.10 32 4 4 
16 10 4900 1680 18 7,549.92 2,649.92 34 4 5 
17 10 4900 1700 18 7,639.80 2,739.80 35 4.5 5 
18 10 4900 1800 18 8,089.20 3,189.20 38 3 3 
19 10 4900 .2000 18 8,988.00 4,088.00 40 2 3 
20 10 4900 2100 18 9,437.40 4,537.40 42 2 2 
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purchase of a solar crop dryer which is capable of drying his crops that 

he is now drying by using fuel. The solar crop dryer is of a standard 

size and can generate heat up to 1,912.85 iimillion BTUs per annui. The 

cost of the new solar systen is $4,900 and can be used for ten years. 

The rural resident in question sp,_nds up to $1,300 annually on fuel 

oil for drying his crops due to the size of his farm. The cost af the 

oil is $1.03 per galiwln and it would cost $9.41 for the drying A)l to 

generate one million 9TUs. Thus, the annual heat load provicic-d using 

fuel oil is 138.5 million BTUs. The prevailing interest rate (discount 

rate) is eighteen p r cent. Should he purchase the new solar system? 

To help the rural dweller to answer this question, it is necessary 

to isolate the cash inflow and cash outflows associated with the new 

system. The cash inflow is the $1,300 annual benefit, which is the an

nual atount he spends on oil. The cash outflow is the $4,900, cost of 

the solar crop dryer. 

In detemiining whether the dryer is desirable, it is necessary to 

discount the ($1,300)stream of annual benefit to present value of the 

dryer. Since the discount rate is 18 percent, this rate is used in the 

discounting process as shown in case 1 below. 

Cost of Solar Annual Cost of
 
Crop Dryer Oil (Benefits Discount Benefits 

Case Yrs $ fur using solar) Rate Bn NPV 

1 10 $4,900 $1,800 182 $5,842.20 $942.20
 

2 10 4,900 900 18% 4,044.60 -855.40 

According to the analysis (Case 1 above), the rural dweller should
 

purchase the solar crop dryer. The present value of the cost saving 

http:4,044.60
http:5,842.20
http:1,912.85
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(Benefit) is $5,842.20, as conpared to the present value of only $4,900 

for the solar equipment. 

Deducting the present value of the Liivestment from the present value 

of the cost savings gives a net present value (NTPV) of $942.20. Whenever 

the net presenit value is positive in this analysis, thu the solar invest

nient is acceptable, otherwise the investment is not acceptable. 

In case 2, as shown above, the annual benefit is $900. using the 

same discount process as in case I., thf. benefits (Bn) turn to be $4,044.60 

as compared to the present value of $4,900 for solar syst(n. The net 

present value (1PV) sho,;s a negative value, (a loss of $855.40), so the 

solar investm,-ait is not acceptable in this case. It should be observed 

that the only difference in the variables, case 2, such as "number of 

years," "cost of the solar system," "discount rate" is the "aruual benefit" 

which brought about the vast change in the net present value (NPV). 

The internal rate of return, by definition is the rate of discount 

that will nuke the net present value equal to zero. In the first case 

as shown in the table below, the "internal rate of return" (IRR) is 25 

percent which is far greater than the given 18 percent. And, the "Pay

back period" calculated to be seven years while "Years to positive cash 

flow" is eight years as shown below. 

Payback Yrs. to Positive
 
Case IRR Period Cash Flow
 

1 23 7 8
 

2 13 23 24 

In the second case, the "Internal rate of return" (IRR) is estimated 

http:4,044.60
http:5,842.20
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as 13 percent and the "Payback period" and "Years to positive cash flow" 

are estitmtcd to be 23 and 24 respectively. Notice the differences in 

dhe payback period! of the two cases. 

Another estimation shows a very high increase in the "Net Present 

Value" or $4,537.40 as shown in case 3 below. 

Cost of Solar Annual Cost of
 
Crop Dryer Oil (Beefits Discount Benefits
 

Case Yrs $ for using solar) Rate Bn NPV
 

3 10 $4,900 $2,100 18% $9,437.40 $4,537.40 

4 10 4,900 1,600 182 7,190.40 2,290.40 

-1-

In case 3, the benefits are estinmatei to be $9,437.40, arkst twice 

the cost of the solar ecuijnut, and the Net Presenit Value is $4,137.40. 

In case 4, the benefits are est-mted to be $7,190.40 aid the Net Present 

Value to be $2,290.40. It is interesting to note that those chmges 

in the Net- Present Values are caused by the differences in the annual 

benefits which are the annual expenses on fuel oil. 

Notice the differences in the internal rate of return in case 3 

and 4 as shown below. 

Payback Yrs. to Positive
 
Case IRR Period Cash Flow
 

3 42 
 2 2
 

4 30 5 6
 

The payback period and years to positive cash flow are the same 

http:2,290.40
http:7,190.40
http:4,137.40
http:9,437.40
http:2,290.40
http:7,190.40
http:4,537.40
http:9,437.40
http:4,537.40
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(Case 3). In Case 4 the payback period and years to positive cash fieow 

are 5 and U respectively. 

What imtters nmst in the solar energy decision making, as evident 

frcan the ana.lysis, is the annual benefit (which is the amount de indi

vidual rural resideonts spend on drying oil) depeiding -n their farm sizes. 

Rural residents, who do not spend over $1,00() on drying their crops an

nually, would i ot gain by chlanging to the solar crop drying svsttun. This 

comparison may provide grouds in exl]aining why sane people are reluc

tant in the solar uquinent at- the present tilitn. The reader, however, 

is reminded to the fact that this comparison is drawn fran a set of as

sumptions, and it should not be considered as :onclusive. 

On the other, rural residents who spend over $1,000 on fuel oil 

for drying their crops could definitely gain by purchasing the new solar 

crop dryer. A large farmer, who spends up to $2,100 on fuel oil for 

drying their crops could gain over $4,500 as indicated by the Net Pre

sent Value in the table. 

In sunmary, the solar energy system has ccmparative advantage over 

the conventional fuel systan depending upon the user's farm size. When 

the solar energy resources are explored further, there is possibility 

of it being 80 percent cheaper than the conven-tional fuel oil in the 

years to cane. One should not forget that unlike the fuel oil, solar 

energy is renewable. It would be unfortunate if the Third World ig

nores it for another decade or two and turn instead to fuel oil. 
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CONCLUSION
 

If renewable based technologies are developed and adapted in the 

Third World village settings, a sound basis for revitalizing rural com

munity life will be est '-, ishud. Furthermore, the incentive for formerly 

impoverisded, rural villagers to migrate into the cities will diminish 

as increases in rural productivity and higher standards of living are 

achieved. In fact, many established and well respected international 

financial and research institutions (eq. The World Bank, Overseas Deve

lopment Council) have already indicated that the imost effective way to 

slow rural-urban migration and improve rural standards of living for 

the greatest number of Third World inhabitants is to begin emphasizing 

rural development.
26
 

Since the long-term benefits associated with developing renewable 

sources of energy, such as improving the quality of village life, are 

difficult to quantify, such benefits are easily glossed over in many 

types of economic analysis. The unique capacity of renewable based tech

nologies to provide power in isolated, rural communities, without the 

need for an elaborate, electrical ly oriented infrastructure should be 

considered and incorporated into various types of econcmic evaluations 

26Tbe Third World Bank has defined rural development as "a strategy 
designed to improve the economic and social well being of a specific 
group of people; namely, the rural poor." Again, according to the World 
Bank, "rural development should involve extendijng the benefits of deve
lopment to the poorest among those who seek a livelihood in rural areas." 
This group includes small farmers, tenants and the landless. 

http:development.26
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(eg. cost/benefit analysis) as various rural development strategies are 

evalua ted. 

The dvelopinent of renewable sources of lenrgy will not only improve 

the general qFuality of life, but will allow smaller firms serving the 

local areas to make use of cleaner, less foreign exchange intensive energy 

resources. A cituon cri ticism associatcd with the develomlent of small 

scale, rent-wable bas(ed tcchnologies in rural settings is that they are 

not Lble to achieve the same returns to scale that are associated with 

larger scale, non-renewabl. based techiologies. Although renewable based 

technolgLies ope ate most efficiently on a smll scale, the ability for 

scine renewablu systms to realize certain returns to scale seems possible, 

especially i thL: lonq-run. 

Given that nujiy rural, Third World regions are inhabited by tech

nically uneducated and untrained villagers, t chnologies designed to 

raise rural productivity should be simple to make, operate, and maintain. 

In absence of well developed markets with few resources devoted admini

stration and co-ordination, s-mall firms cannot rely on the mnarket for 

stream-line "do-it-yourself" organizational systems as do larger industries. 

Maintenance simplicity is of particular importance in a developing country 

where mechanics iay be few. 

The emergence of m-all, rural industries that manufacture equip

ment desined spe2cifically to satisfy local energy requirements and basic 

human needs shows great potential especially in the long-run. Although 

problus such as the lack of managenent skills, shortages of capital, 

technical problems ud the lack of expertise can thwart the aspirations 

of community enterpreneurs, these difficulties can be lessened if "ap

propriate" technical, administrative and financial assistance can be 
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provided initially. It would be unfortunate if the Third World ignores 

it for another decade or two and turn instead to oil. The onset of actual 

oil shortages together with increasing shortages of traditional energy 

would foro. do to bcgjin explorijg dueceniitralized renewvable ener.gy one 

or two decades later. In fact, that would put tho-u in- ceepar trouble 

than would be tho case tcday. 

In order to develop the soaL technologies, the relevant energy 

demnd studies . :rried out for various developing countries should be
 

pooled. "Do-it-yoursalf" iv uals should be prexred in loose leaf form
 

(so that it can be updated as understanding irnproves). Such a mLnual
 

should outline hcw to carry out renewable wergy research and how to
 

gather data espccially in rural areas. 

Solar energy studies should be done on regional basis and there 

is a need to emphasize rural energy problems. The governments of the 

Third World countries should allocate enough funds for the development 

of the solar energy technologies. 

The Overseas Development Council (OC) has proposed establishment 

of an International Solar Energy Development Fund. This might be financed 

either through governmental contributions fron OECD and OPEC countries 

as with the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD). 

Such funds could be obtained to build solar energy institutes in 

the Third World countries to train personnel and buy the modern solar 

equipnent. ,lso such funds could be used to finance and help design 

field tests of Ecxll solar equipiment at the village level. 

If the foregoing suggestions are taken seriously, a number of coun

tries will want to mke the more premising technologies available on 

a wide scale to villages or market towns throughout their country. 
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Thenmil Solar Enexgy as discussed in this thesis has advuitages 

over other sources of enLgJy since it is the direct heat frcm the sun 

which can be capturcd and storc'd to peonu:fo a vaLiety of tasks. 

The Cost-Benci Lt LaiyYis r-eveals Hlat dthe solar u{nar jy systum for 

dirying aciriculLural cL-ups has c&itplarative advantage over the conven

tional fuel sys t n dependin'gj upon the usc,rs' fann sizes. 
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